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NEKN21 Advanced Microeconomic Analysis


Supplementary material

NEKN22 Economic and Financial Decision Making


Supplementary material

NEKN31 Advanced Econometrics


Supplementary material


NEKN33 Applied Microeconometrics


Supplementary material

NEKN34 Time Series Analysis


Supplementary material
NEKN41 Advanced Macroeconomic Analysis


Supplementary material

NEKN42 Applied International Macroeconomics


Supplementary material

NEKN43 Economics of Innovation

Hall, Bronwyn H. and Nathan Rosenberg (eds.) 2010, Handbook of the Economics of Innovation, vol 1 & 2, Amsterdam: North-Holland


Supplementary material

NEKN51 Economic Evaluation


Supplementary material

NEKN52 Public Finance


A set of articles

NEKN53 Topics in Public Economics

A set of articles

NEKN61 Advanced Health Economics

A set of articles

NEKN64 Advanced Labour Economics

A set of articles
NEKN71 Advanced Course in Economic Integration
A set of articles

NEKN72 Advanced Trade Theory

NEKN73 Advanced Development Economics

NEKN74 The Chinese Economy

NEKN75 Institutions, Markets and Growth in a Chinese Context

NEKN76 Food Economics
A set of articles
NEKN81 Foundations of Finance
Supplementary material

NEKN82 Empirical Finance
Supplementary material

NEKN83 Financial Valuation and Risk Management
Supplementary material

NEKN84 Topics in Finance
A set of articles

NEKN85 Project in Finance
A set of articles

NEKN86 Financial Risk Analysis
Supplementary material
NEKN87 Fixed Income and Derivatives
A set of articles
Supplementary material

NEKN92 Financial Econometrics
Supplementary material

NEKN93 Theory of Corporate Finance
Supplementary material

NEKN94 Managerial Finance
Supplementary material

NEKP21 Microeconomics – Individual Choice
Supplementary material
NEKP22 Microeconomics – Strategic Interaction
Supplementary material

NEKP31 Mathematical Methods – Static Optimisation

Supplementary material

NEKP32 Mathematical Methods – Dynamic Optimisation

Supplementary material

NEKP33 Statistical Methods for Econometrics
Supplementary material

NEKP34 Econometric Theory
Supplementary material

NEKP41 Economic Growth, Advanced Course
Supplementary material

NEKP42 International Macroeconomic Theory

Supplementary material

**NEKP51 Advanced Public Economics**


Supplementary material

**NEKP81 Continuous Time Finance**


Supplementary material

**NEKP82 Topics in Financial Economics**


Supplementary material